Readers not familiar with LISP should be able to read this paper without difficulty since we have tried to couch the argument in ALGOL-like terms as much as possible.
Most computer programmers are familiar with the use of a stack for maintaining values for arguments and local variables in recursive functions.
We shall assume, for concreteness, that there is an index register which contains a pointer to the end of the stack, called a stack pointer. Variable values and other information in the stack can thus be accessed as small decrements or increments (depending upon the machine implementation)
to the stack pointer's value. We shall further assume that a stack grows downward whenever a function is entered. Thus, in Using the stack mechanism it is, as we have noted, quite easy to obtain the value of any argument and local variable.
The situation is more complex if we wanted to provide for free variables.
A variable is used free in a function if it is neither a formal argument nor local to that function. , the variable a is used free.
Of course for the function to be meaningful the variable a must be bound (that is, not free)
in some function or block from which f is called, or which calls g which calls f, etc.
The use of free variables is a very powerful computational idea. In many situations it is possible to avoid using free variables by supplying a function with additional arguments.
This can be quite cumbersome. It is also inefficient since a subroutine call might require the saving of dozens of parameters.
The idea of substituting the values of the free variables inside the functions is also very inefficient since, for example, one must differentiate between occurrences of a variable which are free and those which are not. In addition, both of these methods do not allow one to modify the value of the free variable and achieve the desired effect.
When a function uses free variables or when it calls functions which use them, then the vlaue of this function is not completely determined by its arguments, since the value might depend on the values of the free variables. Thus in order to completely specify a computation, one has to specify a function and its arguments in addition to an environment in which the values of the free variables can be determined. 1 A stack is one way of maintaining such environments. The goal of this paper is to show why great care must be used in maintaining environments.
i. Inputs from external sources may, of course, effect the value of a computation.
We shall consider input values to be part of the environment also. 6 We shall do this by indicating several situations in which it becomes increasingly complex to keep the proper environment needed for further computation• Probably the simplest situation in which free variables occur is in a block-structured program.
We assume here a block (in the Algol sense) which has one or more blocks local to it, Let us consider the "shallow access" approach first. By "shallow access" we mean that the value of a free variable can be obtained in a single fetch from memory.
Since the current value of the free variable may be stored in a difficult-to-determine location up in the stack, a special cell for its current value is used. In many recent LISP implementations this special value cell is stored as a property of the atom structure, and is unique to the free variable. In order to maintain the proper value in the special cell, extra work must be done every time a function or a block is entered in which the variable is an argument or is local.
On entering such a function or block one usually saves the old value which is in the special cell on the stack along with sufficient information to allow one to know from where the Stack value came.
On leaving such a function or block one must remember to store the value saved in the stack in the special cell.
The "deep access" approach forces one to search upward in the stack for the most recent value of the free variable. Such a search may be quite deep and slow if the free variable was bound very far up in the stack. However, this approach has the advantage of avoiding the need for an extra special value cell.
In addition, we shall see later that this approach sometimes allows one to use free variables with greater ease and flexibility than the "shallow access" approach.
The LISP "alist" implementation is, as we noted earlier, an example of the "deep access" approach. Thus the first variable encountered below is 'a', and its value is 5.
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In some Algol implementations, all variables local to a given block are bound on consecutive locations in a linear stack.
In addition there are pointers in the stack which allow one to get from the values local to one block to those local to higher blocks. Thus, if one is forced to search for the value of a free variable, one can use the pointers to get from values local to one block to those in another, until one arrives at the block at which the free variable is bound.
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The real advantage for "deep access" is seen when one considers passing functions from one block or function to another. In the "alist" implementation this process is even easier, because the saved pointer is made the current "alist", and we are done because the values of free variables will be obtained from the "alist" which contains the binding environment.
In the "shallow access" case, the matter is much more complicated. One has to restore the special value cells by going upward in the stack and giving the free variables their previous bindings. This is done until one gets all the way back to the binding environment. After the functional argument has been evaluated, the environment must be restored to the activation environment.
(There can be no question about the necessity of this change, of course.) In the "deep access" case the stack is automatically restored to the correct environment.
In the "shallow access" case one must repeat the restoration process, only now one performs it downward from the binding environment to the activation environment.
It might seem that this change in environments for functional arguments causes enough implementational difficulties for the "shallow access" school that there could not possibly be any more complications.
In fact some implementers of "shallow access" However, we pointed out earlier that the worst case is yet to come. This is the case where the function is returned as the result of some computation.
This case is difficult for the "shallow access" approach because one would normally discard the portion of the stack through which the return was made. The space occupied by the discarded part of the stack will then be usable in subsequent computations. We see that by not discarding the stack during the return we have created an environment with a branch. If we allow several function returns without a discard, then the environment we have created is a tree. The question now is how does one create a tree structure from what was originally a linear stack.
If we allow both upward pointers and downward pointers in the stack, then we can have a tree. So the "deep access" implementers with upward pointers need only introduce downward pointers and 2 their problems are solved.
The "deep access" implementers with an "alist" always had a tree (though many of them probably did not realize its importance), and thus they encounter no additional problems in this case. However, woe to the "shallow access"
implementers. They must maintain the binding environment and not accidentally obtain variable values from it. They must also back-up and then back-down the stack in order to reach the binding environment.
Finally, they must reverse the process upon leaving the returned function.
We know of no LISP implementation with "shallow access" which attempts to solve this case of the "environment problem. ''3
2.
Unfortunately, there are difficulties in this implementation in reclaiming discarded parts of the stack.
A solution which minimizes the amount of storage required for maintaining an environment is to abandon a stack and use a structure which is quite close to an "alist" (see Such a structure which is composed of noncontiguous linear arrays connected via upward and downward pointers can be automatically garbage collected by checking to see if pointers exist to substructures.
3.
It should be clear at this point that the FUNARG problem is badly named because the difficulties are not completely solved when one can handle functional arguments.
One should also handle returns of functions, or what is essentially the same problemthe case when a free variable is assigned a function as value.
For this reason we prefer the term "Environment Problem."
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The points we have made so far are:
Free variables in function definitions require that one must have an environment in order to be able to evaluate a function.
2)
When one uses functional arguments, then the question arises as to which environment one chooses in order to evaluate the function, the binding environment or the activation environment. It is also a complex task now to design a system which offers "shallow access"
at some times and "deep access" at other times. 4 As long as these implementational difficulties remain, designers will be justified in providing only incomplete solutions of the environment problem.
4.
Certain LiSi? systems use "deep access" in interpreted functions and "shallow access" in compiled functions.
If free variables in compiled functions are declared to be COMMON, their values will be stored on the "alist".
In this manner one can solve the environment problem.
The cost is a very slow interpreter and "deep access" to free variables. The reason for this difficulty is that one could not then garbage collect the circular SLIP structures which are created in a straight-forward implementation. This is what motivated Weizenbaum to finally introduce classical garbage collection into SLIP [5] .
The first version of this paper was written in 1967 when I became incensed at the fact that many LISP implementers did not understand or even care about the problem. Subsequently, Professor Weizenbaum wrote a very readable account of the problem and its solution in his implementation [6] . The present version of this paper owes much of its emphasis on implementations to
Weizenbaum's account.
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